Plants uniquely have a family of proteins called extra-large G proteins (XLG) that share homology in 25 their C-terminal half with the canonical Gα subunits; we carefully detail here that Arabidopsis XLG2 26 lacks critical residues requisite for nucleotide binding and hydrolysis which is consistent with our 27 quantitative analyses. Based on microscale thermophoresis, Arabidopsis XLG2 binds GTPγS with an 28 affinity 100-1000 times lower than that to canonical Gα subunits. This means that given the 29 concentration range of guanine nucleotide in plant cells, XLG2 is not likely bound by GTP in vivo. 30 Homology modeling and molecular dynamics simulations provide a plausible mechanism for the poor 31 nucleotide binding affinity of XLG2. Simulations indicate substantially stronger salt bridge networks 32 formed by several key amino-acid residues of AtGPA1 which are either misplaced or missing in XLG2.
INTRODUCTION
Switch I and Switch II for coordinating water and Mg 2+ to catalyze GTP hydrolysis ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2B ). 114 These critical differences between the canonical Gα and the XLG Gα domain are described in detail 115 next. highlighted (SwI in red, SwII in yellow and SwIII in blue). A percentage of equivalent residues is calculated per 120 columns, considering physico-chemical properties. Blue boxes highlight residues with the same physico-121 chemical properties and red solid highlighting means the same residues. The contact residues to RGS protein 122 are labeled with white boxes □ and the contact residues with Gβ are labeled with red boxes ■. The residues 123
which are conserved in human Giα1 and AtGPA1 for GTP/GDP binding and hydrolysis but are missing in XLGs 124 are highlighted with yellow and blue respectively. The residues essential for the catalysis of the nucleotide are 125 highlighted as Rcat and Qcat. (The C domain of XLGs start with first C residues in the paper, C436 in XLG1, 126
C435 in XLG2 and C396 in XLG3). 127 and AlF4 are shown as sticks and spheres. Mg +2 is shown as green sphere. Wn: nucleophilic water. The main 147 different residues in G1 motif of XLG2 compared with Giα1 and AtGPA1 are shown as sticks (A, B). Both AtGPA1 148
and Giα1 have the same G and K residues in G1 motif (A) . the G42 and K46 in Giα1 were replaced by E471 and 149
Al475 in the counterpart position of XLG2 (B). The main different residues in G2 motif of XLG2 compared with 150
Giα1 and AtGPA1 are shown as sticks (C, D). Both AtGPA1 and Giα1 have the same R residues (known as 151 arginine finger) and similar charged K180 and R192 in G2 motif (C). But in XLG2 no arginine finger exists rather 152
a Glu is at this position. Also, the charged K or R was replaced by a L (D). The main different residues in G3 153 motif of XLG2 compared with Giα1 and AtGPA1 are shown as sticks E, F. Both AtGPA1 and Giα1 have the same 154 DVGG residues in G3 motif (E). But in XLG2 the DVGG was replaced by R669/N671/P672 relatively (F).The 155 main different residues in G5 motif of XLG2 compared with Giα1 and AtGPA1 are shown as sticks in G and H. 156 Both AtGPA1 and Giα1 have the same A residues in G5 motif (G). While in XLG2 the conserved A was replaced 157
by Q818 (H). 158 159 Additional differences were found with the P loop of the XLG proteins. The lysine (K46 of Giα1 160 and K51 of AtGPA1 ) residue in the G1 motif directly interacts with the β-and γ-phosphate oxygens of 161 the GTP and thus is crucial for the required free energy change (6) ( Fig. 2A) . Given that there are two 162 dominant residues mutations in the nucleotide pocket of XLG2 (G42 in Giα1 to E471 and K46 to A475 ) 163 ( Fig. 3B ), we hypothesize that XLG2 binds the nucleotide with a reduced affinity in vitro and that XLG2 164 is nucleotide free in vivo. 165 The G3 box contains the signature sequence DXGG conserved throughout the heterotrimeric 166 G-protein superfamily. Similar to the P loop, residues with the G3 motif interact with the γ-phosphate of 167 GTP but also orients the Mg 2+ ion that is critical for coordination of the guanine nucleotide. In AtGPA1 168 and Giα1, the G3 box is invariant "DVGG" (Fig. 2E ), however in the XLG2 Gα domain, the residues are 169 replaced by "RLNP" (Fig. 2F ). The conserved Asp residue of canonical Gα subunits provides the water-170 molecule-mediated coordination of Mg 2+ and therefore, the substitution of Asp for this critical Arg 171 disrupts the ability to bind Mg 2+ (6, 7, 27) . Moreover, the main chain amide of the signature Gly residue 172 is essential for nucleotide binding through hydrogen bonding to the γ-phosphate oxygen of the GTP 173 (27). The main chain amide of this Gly is hydrogen bonded to the γ-phosphate and mutation of the two 174 Gly residues in the G3 box confer dominant negative phenotypes (7, 27, 28 ). Gilman's group showed 175 that GDP-bound Gαs G226A mutant (the second Gly in the G3 DVGG motif) has a higher affinity for Gβγ than the wild-type subunit and is incapable of undergoing a GTP-induced conformational change 177 (29). Taken together, stark differences in the three dominant residues in the G3 motif in the XLG2 178 protein nucleotide binding pocket which is conserved among all XLG proteins ( Fig. 1) suggest that 179 XLGs exist in the empty nucleotide state.
180
The G5 motif consensus is S/C/T-A-K/L/T. In Giα1, the G5 motif sequence is C-A-T (A = residue 181 326) and in AtGPA1, it is T-A-L (A = residue 355, Fig. 2G and H) . In either form, the main chain of 182 A326 in Giα1 is essential for the binding of GTP/GDP specifically forming a hydrogen bond with the 183 oxygen of the guanidine nucleotide and S substitution at this site weakens the affinity for GTPγS 184 through steric crowding (30). Also, the equivalent A366S mutation in the G5 motif of Gαs decreases 185 Gαs's affinity for GDP and GTPγS by steric crowding and shifting Gα towards the empty nucleotide 186 pocket state (30, 31) . However, in XLG2, the equivalent residues are C-Q-V (Q = residue 818, Fig. 2H ).
187
Thus, this substitution of A326 with Q818 in XLG2-1 is predicted to create a steric clash for nucleotide 188 binding providing further inference that XLG is nucleotide-free. 189 190 XLG proteins lack key residues to catalyze GTP hydrolysis 191 Two amino acids, one from the Gα subunit (the conserved catalytic glutamine residue in Switch II region 192 which is named "Qcat" ) and one from the RGS protein (the so-called "Asn thumb"), together with 193 nucleophilic water and a Mg 2+ in the catalytic center are essential elements for the catalytic reaction (6) 194 ( Fig. 3) . In Giα1, the Qcat in Switch II is Q204 is essential for catalytic activity in the Gα subunit. A Qcat, G42 and the the γ phosphate (modeled by AlF4) orient Wn for nucleophilic attack and stabilize developing 209 charge at the β-γ bridge leaving group oxygen. RGS4 residues Asn 128 constrain the conformation of Gαi1 Q204 210
(Qcat) to the pre-transition state conformation. AtGPA1 contains the same catalysis network (A) however the 211 catalysis network was disrupted in XLG2 with the loss of the Glncat and Arg finger and replaced by R673 and 212 E629 respectively (B). Grey: AtGPA1, Magenta: XLG2, Light orange: Giα1. The substrate GDP and AlF4 are 213
shown as sticks and spheres. Main catalysis residues between Giα1, AtGPA1, XLG2 and RGS4 are highlighted 214 as sticks. Wn: nucleophilic water. 215 216 All XLG proteins lack both essential Rcat and Qcat for the catalysis (Fig. 3B ). In XLG proteins, the 217 Rcat residue in Switch I is E, creating a charge reversal that disrupts electrostatic interactions with the 218 β and γ phosphates of the guanine nucleotide. The equivalent mutation in Gαi1 exist as a stable protein 219 in a nucleotide-free state and lacks the capacity to form the active conformation (19) . In all XLG proteins, 220 the Qcat residue of Switch II is R/K which is unable to coordinate with either the Asn thumb of the RGS 221 protein or the nucleophilic water to hydrolyze GTP. Both Q204R and R178C mutations abrogate 222 nucleotide hydrolysis (19) . The structural characteristic of the XLG proteins catalysis center suggests 223 that XLGs lack the ability both to coordinate with RGS to hydrolyze GTP and the intrinsic GTPase 224 activity of Gγ subunits.
225 226 XLG2 has a much lower binding affinity towards nucleotide than canonical G subunits yet 227 interacts with similar affinities towards Gβγ and AtRGS1
228
Assessments of nucleotide binding to XLG proteins to date lack quantitation for binding constants (32).
229
Similarly, XLG protein interaction with AtRGS1 and Gβγ have been indirect measurements (11, 16, 17) .
230
To correct this deficit, we used microscale thermophoresis (MST) to measure the binding affinity of AtGPA1 when tested under the same conditions and nearly 1000 times lower when measured using 239 radioactive ligand (34). Moreover, the affinity of XLG2 to GDP is ~100 fold lower (177 μM) than for 240 GTPγS. Quantitative analyses clearly show that XLG2 is severely impaired in guanine nucleotide 241 binding (Table 1) and Gβγ. Top row in the inset indicates the tested interactors. The values were determined from the binding 246 isotherms shown in Figure 4 . The values are averages and StdDev for all the experimental replicates. Each 247 experiment was replicated at least once. 248 249 With this poor affinity toward guanine nucleotides, the concentration of GTP in plant cells would 257 need to be 100 times greater than in animal cells for XLG2 to be GTP bound, however, for several 258 reasons, this explanation of a mechanism to compensate the weak GTP affinity by XLG proteins is not Assmann's group reported the unusual finding that the three XLG proteins bind and hydrolyze 271 GTP using Ca 2+ instead of Mg 2+ as a coordinating factor (32). To test this, we performed MST 272 experiments to measure the binding affinity of XLG2 with nucleotide in the presence of Ca 2+ . The results 273 showed lower binding affinity towards GTPγS (~186 μM) with Ca 2+ vs. Mg 2+ (Fig S3) . This indicates that 274 Ca 2+ may not act as the cofactor for XLGs binding GTPγS. Ca 2+ induced relatively higher binding affinity 275 for GDP (~28 μM), albeit still poor, compared to Mg 2+ as a cofactor ( Fig S3) . AtGPA1 in its apo state and ~ 67 nM in its transition state (Fig.S3 ). XLG2 has a similar Kd of ~198 nM 280 towards AtRGS1 when in its apo state (Table 1 and Fig. 4) . The Kd for a transition state XLG2 was not 281 determined because this state is not relevant due to its nucleotide independence. Moreover, XLG2 282 showed a ~0.7 µM binding affinity towards Gβγ similar to that of AtGPA1 which is ~2 μM (Table 1 and 283 Fig. 4 ). This suggests that XLG2 exists as a nucleotide-independent inhibitor of G signaling through its 284 ability to sequester Gβγ directly or indirectly by binding to AtRGS1 thus enabling freed AtGPA1 to 285 sequester Gβγ.
286
A mechanistic explanation: Relative instability of XLG2 confers the reduced nucleotide 287 interaction 288 We applied several computational modeling and simulation approaches to understand the underlying 289 molecular mechanisms differentiating AtGPA1 and XLG2 proteins. We sought to provide structural and 290 molecular dynamics rationales for the experimentally observed differences in nucleotide binding 291 preferences by the two proteins. To this point, we performed microseconds of molecular dynamics (MD) 292 simulations of four molecular complexes, involving GDP and GTP nucleotides, each in complex with 293 both AtGPA1 and the homology-modeled XLG2-1 Gα domain, followed by comparative analyses of the 294 respective MD trajectories. The main finding of our simulations is that the molecular dynamic behaviors 295 of XLG2-1 differs from that of AtGPA1. We observed that overall XLG2-1 was more mobile in 296 comparison with AtGPA1, which generally retained its original crystallographic structure over the course 297 of simulations. Furthermore, to distinguish the two proteins with respect to their nucleotide binding 298 capabilities, we focused on analyzing the behavior of the ligand binding site both in the context of the 299 intra-protein and ligand-protein interactions in order to more clearly understand the key factors 300 contributing to the experimental findings of the lower nucleotide binding affinity in XLG2.
301
In preparation for MD simulations, the structure of XLG2 obtained by homology modeling, was 302 subjected to molecular mechanics minimization following several protocols as described in the Methods 303 section in order to avoid unnatural clashes between atoms resulting from homology modeling. To 304 understand the overall dynamics of the proteins, we analyzed RMS fluctuations per residue and 305 calculated RMSD using all C-alpha atoms of the proteins (Fig. S4, S5) , which showed that the general 306 fold of AtGPA1 was more stable and the amino-acid residues displayed lower mobility compared to 307 XLG2. We then sought to understand the dynamics of the nucleotide binding site and explored the key 308 differences in the interactions formed within the binding site. First, we visualized the binding sites of the 309 two proteins to explore the main differences in terms of the amino-acid residue composition (Fig. 5A) . 310 The following differences in the similarly-positioned, binding-site residues were determined between 311 AtGPA1 and XLG2: E48 to K472, D162 to R601, R190 to E629, F253 to E705, R260 to K714, K288 to 312 K742 in guanine and ribose binding sites, and K51 to A475, S52 to T476, T193 to S632, D218 to R669, 313 Q222 to R673 in Mg 2+ and phosphates binding sites (Fig. 1, 5) . The relationship between the nucleotide-protein interaction energies (designated as Einteraction on the scatter plots, 322
and calculated as the sum of the Coulomb and LJ terms) and mobility of the nucleotide (RMSDligand) and binding 323 site (RMSDbinding site) display substantial separation among AtGPA1-GTP (black points and solid line), XLG2-GTP 324
(purple points and dashed line), AtGPA1-GDP (grey points and solid line), and XLG2-GDP (pink points and 325 dashed line) complexes ( Fig. S6-8) . 326
327
To understand the differences in the binding site dynamics, we first calculated RMSD of the heavy 328 atoms of residues located in the binding sites ( Fig. 5B and Fig. S6) , which we defined as the protein 329 residues within 4 Å from GTP (see Methods). We observed that AtGPA1 and XLG2 nucleotide binding 330 sites differed in conformational dynamics and had distinctly different configurations as elaborated in the 331 following paragraph. Next, we aimed to understand the impact of the difference in dynamics of the 332 binding site residues on the nucleotide mobility and nucleotide binding preferences ( Fig. 5B & Figs. 333 S7, S8). Through exploring the relationship between the nucleotide-protein interaction energy 334 (calculated as the sum of intermolecular Coulomb and LJ terms of the molecular mechanics energy of 335 the nucleotide-protein complexes) and mobilities of the binding site and ligand, we observed substantial 336 differences across the four complexes formed when AtGPA1 and XLG2 bound to both GDP and GTP.
337
The molecular systems occupied distinct regions on each of these two landscapes. Importantly the 338 ranking order of the means of two parameters, (i) the nucleotide mobility in the pocket as characterized 339 by the RMSD of the nucleotide (from smallest to largest), and subsequently (ii) the nucleotide-protein (Table 1) . 345 This result added confidence to our structural and simulations-derived interpretations of the 346 molecular complex formations. We would like to emphasize, however, that such calculations of the is prevented by the equivalently positioned neutral A475 in XLG2. K472 breaks its bonds with E629 and re-365 arranges to interact with closer located phosphates. The absence of -phosphate in GDP makes the nucleotide 366 more mobile, losing the frequency of its contacts. R673 in GTP-bound XLG2, however, forms a relatively stable 367
bond with the -phosphate seemingly increasing the nucleotide binding affinity. The residues shown in darker 368
shades in panels B-D (D162 and R190 of GPA1; R601 and E629 of XLG2) make the key intra-protein interactions 369
defining the binding site shape. The differences in the frequency of the aforementioned interactions, on the 370 example of GTP-bound complexes, are clearly seen through heatmaps of Δ contacts (minimum distances) (E) 371
between the non-hydrogen atoms of the nucleotide and binding site residues, and (F) within the binding site 372 residues. 100 states of the most populated clusters were used to generate the heatmaps. The red squares 373
highlight the most prominent changes in the interactions stipulating the importance of the residues to the stability 374 of the active sites and to the interactions with the nucleotide.
376
Cluster analysis of the generated MD trajectories (42-44) (see Methods for details) revealed 377 metastable states with distinct configurations of the binding sites linked to the experimental nucleotide 378 binding preferences (Fig. 6) . For the most populated metastable state of each molecular complex, we 379 explored the specific intra-protein chemical interactions which directly impact the dynamics of the active 380 sites, and their impact on the nucleotide-binding interactions. The results show that nucleotide-bound 381 AtGPA1 achieves stable dominant (i.e., frequently visited) conformations, whereas XLG2 complexes 382 tend to transition between conformationally-diverse states with lower probabilities. Such low frequency 383 populations of the top clusters are associated with a more dynamic binding pocket in XLG2.
384
Interestingly, both apo-proteins assume multiple states with low probabilities across the top five clusters 385 (Fig. S6A, S9, Supplemental Movies 1-6) . 386 The most populous states of the apo-protein show a stable salt bridge network in AtGPA1, but 387 no network and fewer coherent salt bridges are found in XLG2-1. In the guanine binding site of AtGPA1, 388 salt bridges formed between E48 of the P-loop, R190 of Switch I, and R260 of Switch III, as well as 389 between D162 and K288, while a more destabilized salt bridge network appeared between similarly 390 positioned residues in XLG2-1, namely: E629 of Switch I, K472 of P-loop, K714 of Switch III and E705 391 (Fig. 6B, S9-12) . In XLG2-1, a positive charge at K714 (position equivalent to R260 in AtGPA1) is not 392 capable of forming a salt bridge with K472 (position equivalent to E48 in AtGPA1). In the phosphate 393 and Mg 2+ binding sites, the K51-D218 salt bridge enables a more structured apo-AtGPA1, while for 394 XLG2, the neutral sidechain of A475 (position equivalent to K51 in AtGPA1) together with a repulsion 395 between R669 and R673 precludes a stabilizing salt bridge. In general, AtGPA1 salt bridges formed by 396 the two loop residues D162 and R190 (and equivalently placed E629 in XLG2) drawing the two domains 397 closer together to subsequently increase the number of interactions between the all-helical domain and 398 the nucleotide.
399
The nucleotide-bound complexes retain the aforementioned strong salt bridge network in 400 AtGPA1 and weak electrostatic interactions in XLG2 (Fig. 6C,D, Fig. S9-12) . In the bound state, the 401 K51 sidechain of AtGPA1 was re-arranged to form an additional bond with phosphates, which is an 402 additional salt bridge lacking by the neutral A475 in XLG2-1. In the GTP-bound XLG2-1 model, E705 403 lost its K472 interaction to -phosphate which also attracted R673 for further stabilization. Moreover,
404
E48 in AtGPA1 avoided the negatively-charged phosphates which further promoted electrostatic 405 interactions with both R190 and R260 to stabilize this cavity. In the GDP-occupied state, due to the lack 406 of the -phosphate, GDP is more mobile and loses a number of its contacts with the active site residues 407 in both Gα proteins, but more so in XLG2-1 due its structurally-unstable binding site.
408
The heatmaps of Δ contacts from experiments determining the difference in the minimum 409 distances between the two Gα proteins and (i) the atoms of the nucleotide and binding site residues, 410 and (ii) intra-protein interactions within the binding site residues, clearly show the contrast between the 411 interaction frequencies within these two proteins. As highlighted in Fig 6E and F, Our analyses shows that the D162-K288 salt bridge (Fig. 7A) is one of the key interactions 418 maintaining the shape of the apo-AtGPA1 nucleotide-binding site. In contrast in XLG2-1, two positively 419 charged residues, R601 and K742, situated in positions equivalent to D162 and K288 of AtGPA1 420 caused electrostatic repulsion, pushing away the all-helical domain of the protein from the Ras-like 421 domain, resulting in an increased mobility and a less structured nucleotide binding site in XLG2-1. The 422 R601-K742 distance in XLG2-1 was highly correlated with the fluctuations of the binding site in XLG2-423 GDP and to a lesser extent in XLG2-GTP ( Fig. 7B and C) . The reason for the former is the lack of an 424 extra anchor in terms of -phosphate in GDP to enable the electrostatic repulsion between R601 and 425 K742 to be the main contributor to the instability of XLG2-GDP binding pocket. This agrees with the 426 experimentally observed poor binding affinity of GDP to XLG2. Although this correlation still exists in 427 XLG2-GTP, it is less pronounced due to the presence of the extra phosphate in GTP. In XLG2, K714 428 makes ionic bonds with phosphates, however, this does not seem to be sufficient to retain the binding 429 site integrity distorted by the aforementioned repulsion. distributions of the minimum distance between Mg 2+ and -phosphate binding site residues (D218, S52, T193, 442 and D218 in GPA1; T476, S632, R669 in XLG2) and Mg 2+ counterion. For clarity in panels A, D, E, and F the 443 values of probabilities on the y-axis are hidden. Apo AtGPA1 is plotted with solid light grey lines, AtGPA1-GDP-444 solid grey, AtGPA1-GTP-solid black, apo XLG2-dotted pink, XLG2-GDP-dotted magenta, XLG2-GTP-445 dotted purple; the probability densities for XLG2 are shaded for contrast. 446 447 Another distinction between the two proteins is in the Mg 2+ binding site ( Fig. 7F & Fig. S13 ) 448 discussed above. In AtGPA1, D218 formed an H-bond with S52 (which interacts with Mg 2+ ) and a 449 Coulomb interaction with Mg 2+ , whereas the 'bulkier' and positively charged sidechain of R669 in XLG2 450 (position equivalent to D218 in AtGPA1) did not form stable interactions with either T476 or S632 (which 451 interact with Mg 2+ ) and caused an electrostatic repulsion with Mg 2+ . The distribution of the minimum 452 distance between the Mg 2+ binding site residues (S52, T193, D218, and Q222 in AtGPA1; T476, S632, 453 R669, and R673 in XLG2) and the Mg 2+ counterion clearly explain this effect.
454
To interpret the observed equivalent AtRGS1 binding capability of the two Gα proteins (Fig. 3,   455 4, Table 1 ), we estimated the structural stability of the specific regions that are involved in AtRGS1 456 binding (Fig. S14) . We showed that the three equivalently placed AtRGS1 binding site residues of apo- Conclusion 463 XLG2 binds GTP in vitro poorly such that at the estimated concentration of GTP in plant cells, XLG2 is 464 not expected to be nucleotide bound. However, XLG2 binds regulatory partners, AtRGS1 and Gβγ. 465 Therefore, XLG2 is a decoy that negatively regulates by sequestering the Gβγ dimer directly and also 466 indirectly by promoting AtGPA1 interacting with Gβγ through freeing AtGPA1 from the 467 AtRGS1::AtGPA1 complex. While this concept shares similarities for control of G signaling by dominant 468 negative mutations of canonical G protein in animals (45), it is unique in that the negative control is 469 provided in trans by a genetically-encoded, atypical G protein.
470
Taken together, our modeling data provide credible interpretations for the experimentally 471 observed strengths of guanine nucleotide binding to AtGPA1 and XLG2. Several key intra-protein and 472 nucleotide-protein interactions in AtGPA1 were shown to be attributed to the higher structural stability 473 of the binding site of the protein and to more persistent contacts of the protein with the nucleotide and 474 magnesium. We show mechanistically that among the chief intra-protein interactions preserving the 475 stability of the binding site in both apo-and nucleotide-bound-states of AtGPA1 include the following 476 ionic bonds: D162-K288, R190-E48-R260, and K51-D218. Because XLG2 is important for disease 477 resistance and development (17, 46, 47) , engineering these equivalent residues may lead to 478 improvements in crop performance. 
